The life of Grace Freeman.

We are especially proud that the State Board of Education is tremendously proud of Grace Freeman, a distinguished alumna of the Montclair Women's Club. As a teacher in Montclair and New Jersey assemblywoman, received a degree from Columbia University and has completed her standing Civilian Service of the United States Army in 1961.

He is a graduate of Montclair State College. These changes are in keeping with the general policy, at Montclair and other state colleges, of occasionally rotating department chairmen, especially in the larger departments.

Beginning September 1, 1962, Mr. Walter Kops, associate professor of social studies, will assume the chairmanship of the Social Studies Department.

In announcing these changes in departmental chairmanships there have been just as many good things about the show biz comedy that are not to be missed.

The chairmanship of the department of foreign languages will be assumed by Dr. Delia L. Coves. Dr. Coves comes to the Montclair staff from the University of Connecticut.

In announcing these changes President R. DaAlton Porteagle expressed deep appreciation for the loyalty and effective service of both Dr. Maurice Moffatt and Dr. Carolyn Bock, both of whom are outstanding teachers who will devote full time to teaching duties.

Mr. Kops has been on the Montclair faculty since 1949. He is a graduate of Montclair State College, and before joining the faculty of his Alma Mater, he was a public school teacher in New Jersey. Mr. Kops has had the re-ponsibility for the development of the Office of the Social Studies, program through the Center for (Continued from Page 3, Col. 1)
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As a result, I'd like to thank everyone who put their faith in me.

Kim Reid

Dianne "felt the turnout was poor but wishes "to thank those who were concerned enough to vote and lend their support to her." Kim Reid in an unending election for recording secretary, Barbara Mikrut was "disappointed more students did not participate." However, I am confident that we have a first-rate vote."

Barbara Mikrut: Locking opponents, Treasurer Barbara Mikrut enumerated it wasn't good that there was no running against one." She feels the qualifications for the assistant treasurer position might be too stiff for freshman qualifiers. This position is still available.
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The fifteenth regular meeting of the SGA took place in the President's office on May 18, 1959. The meeting was called to order at 4:30 p.m. by President Ken Villain. The meeting continued and questions arose: Is there a need for school-wide elections at MCHS? Should the SGA elect a full student government or remain with the current student body? The repeat: "By failure to vote a student discards his rights to cast a ballot for his student government . . . then a student also loses his right to complain when the board does something with which he does not agree." The SGA released the ballot in Mayosta 25% is deplorable. The SGA took a lot more power than was intended for the 1950s. It is a real pleasure to see the SGA grow. It is not just my intention to report to the students on a college campus is usually a rather complicated process. Things can be done. Some buildings bear the name of those who have made substantial donations to the college, or to the specific building. One other way to name a building or to the specific building. One other way to name a building is to the editor to be presented to the SGA Board of Trustees accept the Constitution of Zeta Epsilon fraternity. As a member of the state legislature, she piloted this bill through the State Board which must give permission to charge $.25 per booster to be sold on campus the last week in May. Arthur Lepow moved that Delta Sigma Chi be allowed to charge $.25 per package for peanut brittle to be carried unanimously. A recommendation was made by Arthur Lepow that Delta Sigma Chi be allowed to charge $.25 per package for peanut brittle to be sold on campus the last week in May. Arthur Lepow moved that Delta Sigma Chi be allowed to charge $.25 per package for peanut brittle to be sold on campus the last week in May. Arthur Lepow moved that Delta Sigma Chi be allowed to charge $.25 per package for peanut brittle to be sold on campus the last week in May.
Partridge Discusses Ferguson To Blast High Notes Parking Regulations In May Evening Performance

During the next few or five weeks, while parking and traffic on campus will be difficult and causes great difficulty and cars that do this will be ticketed.

2. There is parking space along Valley Road next to the college property between Normal Avenue and the Robin Hood Inn. Observe the parking regulations and do not park in front of houses on the West side of the street.

3. Parking will be permitted on the west side of the road leading by the athletic field.

4. The list north of the new memorial building will be extended as rapidly as ground conditions permit.

5. Do not park in such a way as to cause a pedestrian’s car to cause great difficulty and cars that do this will be ticketed.

6. Do not park in the visitors’ area in front of College Hall. Cars will be ticketed in this area.

Government Jobs Seek New Grads

Nearly twenty college clerks are needed in the government to staff vital new space-age activities in the Federal government.

As part of several agencies this year will hire some 10,000 new employees in fields through the college-level Federal Service Entrance Examinations. In addition, more than 4,000 new engineers and about 2,000 graduates in physics, chemis-

6. Those who do not obey posted regulations may lose their parking privileges. These are rough guidelines—actual parking always come with difficulty.

5. Do not park in such a way as to cause a pedestrian’s car to
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Expert Emphasizes Awareness; Discusses Infiltration Tactics

Edward Hunter, expert in communism and psychological warfare and chairman of the newly-formed Anti-Communist Liaison, recently published an article in "The Daily" on methods used by the Communists to infiltrate the United States.

The following is a summary of his article: "Communist Mechanism At Work."

"The Red pyschologist, after more than a month of conferring, a pamphlet-sized manifesto was issued at Moscow, signed by 81 communist parties of the world, including our own. This was a strategy paper, outlining tactics to be pursued in what was believed to be the final push to complete the conquest of the world by communism. The document was publicly issued for the instruction of communists and their collaborators everywhere.

"For the first time in any basic communist document, the manifesto specifies a number of anti-communist methods now in use in the United States. The Red psychologis...

DOMINION LINER Awaits Students

Anyone wishing to attend the World's Fair in Seattle this summer will find a luxury liner berthed at a Seattle pier, used as a hotel to accommodate visiting students.

The liner, Dominion Monarch, managed by Western Hotel, Inc., has dormitory quarters for 206 women and 205 men. The cost is $5.00 per night and live entertainment provided each...
**Peace Essay Contest**

Davis, leader of annual Peace Tensions and peace: Dr. Jerome Jersey was runner-up in the Miss Missions abroad, co-author with Annabelle Gaffney, Vidovich by three outstanding leaders in the Brink; and Concerto, A minor by Schu-...
As Injuries Cripple Trackmen

By Pete Clooney

Last Wednesday four Montclair runners were injured as East Stroudsburg and the Indians clashed during a track meet in Pennsylvania.

The services, due to injuries of Bud Meyers, Jim Johnson, Fredy Carparelli, and Ed Troy, were missed by the Indians.

Montclair finished second in the Me­dina 400-yard dash and fell to East Stroudsburg 11-2 in the chill.

A motion was made by Art LePore and seconded by Ed Troy and Pete Carparelli that the Maynard Ferguson concert be a concert.

President Ken Villani seconded to call the meeting to order.
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